Declutter: The Quick and Easy Declutter Solution: The best way to tidy up your home

This simple decluttering method will change your life... Inside The Quick and Easy Declutter
Solution youll learn... The 8 reasons you havent decluttered (yet!)...How your brain is holding
you back...How to profit from your clutter...How to develop the decluttering mindset
necessary to maintain a clutter-free home...The questions to ask while decluttering...How to
declutter every area of your home...And MORE... Words from the author: Hi. My name is
Richard. My parents divorced when I was young, so I grew up in two houses. My fathers
house was clean and organized, but my mothers house was... ...an ugly, cluttered mess. Until
I was about sixteen, my roomâ€“like the rest of the houseâ€“was a nightmare. (If youve ever
walked through deep snow, you know what it was like to walk through my house.) As I grew
older, I realized the negative affect disorganization had on my life. I was disorganized at
school (and got poor grades as a result), my clothes were dirty (which hurt my love life), I
wasted valuable time looking for lost items, and I was constantly... ...stressed and unhappy.
Something had to change. So, in a spurt of late-night energy, I cleaned my room. The rest of
the house was still a mess, but my room was, for the first time, clean and organized.
Unfortunately, I had no idea how to keep my room clean. A few months later I again found
myself... ...swimming in clutter. I asked myself an important question: why cant I keep
anything clean? The answer was simple... ...I had terrible habits. I automatically did things
that led to the accumulation of clutter. And, I did nothing to eliminate clutter from my life.
Once I became aware of this fact, I found it difficult to continue making the same mistakes.
Whenever I did something that added to my clutter, I would say There I go again, making life
hard for myself.... It took almost a year to break myself of the bad habits Id learned. Even
then, my life wasnt always organized. It took time for me to learn good habits that kept my life
clean and organized. But I did it. I probably took the long road (actually, Im sure I took the
long road...), but it was worth it. Organization changed my life. It gave me opportunities I
would not have had otherwise. It helped me succeed in school (and later, at making money). It
helped my love life. It helped me minimize stress and become... ...a much happier, more
effective person. Heres why I wrote this book: I want to change your life. And, I want it to be
EASY. As I said, I took the long road. I made mistakes. I stumbled in the dark (and stepped
on many legos in the process), but... ...I found the light-switch. Now, Im going to show YOU
how to declutter your life, the easy way. Please, benefit from my mistakes. I cant wait to
show you how EASY organizing your life (and keeping it organized) can be. All the best,
Richard PS: You may have noticed that this book has two authors. I realize that men and
women sometimes have different clutter problems, and I wanted this book to help
EVERYONE. So, I asked the most organized woman I know to help me write it: Cynthia
Roberts. Cynthia is wonderful, intelligent, and a close friend. Rest assured that this book will
help ANYONE get rid of clutter and organize their life. Remember - You dont need a Kindle
device to read this book. Just download a free Kindle reader for your computer, tablet, or
smartphone! Want a clutter-free home? Want decluttering to be easy?Purchase The Quick and
Easy Declutter Solution and Ill teach you everything you need to know! See you inside...
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The idea of living a simplified, uncluttered life with less stuff sounds attractive to many. to
clean, less debt, less to organize, less stress, more money and energy for They are ready to
declutter but some get quickly tripped up by the very next a list of places/areas in your home
to declutter beginning with the easiest.
Get organized right now, whether it's spring cleaning season or not. Trying to figure out how
to declutter on your own, however, isn't easy. So, what does it take to really tidy up your
home? For the best results, forget the one-solution- fits-all approach and tackle The 3 basic
rules to keep it uncluttered.
When you find a misplaced itemâ€”say, a corkscrewâ€”while cleaning the living room, toss it
in the box rather than strolling to the kitchen and ending up. Get decluttering the easy way
with this easy to follow list of items to get rid of Clutter ideas / things that are clutter in your
home / printable / clutter printable . Tidying Up .. who decluttered clothes in their home on
Home Storage Solutions . Minimalist Living Now: Decluttering And Organizing Your Home
In A.
Whether you tackle it as part of downsizing effort or simply to simplify your life, decluttering
an entire home is a big job. The best way to tackle it. Making your living room a clean and
inviting place is easy! Read on for helpful tips about how to declutter your home & find
storage solutions. Cleaning and tidying up your living room is a simple task that will be well
worth the effort!. Use our simple process to declutter, clean up, and organize your home. It
happens to all of us, but cleaning out your home is a snap when you consolidate the.
Clutter can quickly build up and make your home chaotic. When trying to declutter room by
room, it's a good idea to take a quick visual inventory of Four things: Time, trash bags, storage
solutions and a box for any items you'll be No matter how often you clean up or how on-point
your organization skills are, a few .
When your home is a cluttered wreck, it can be hard to summon the motivation to A possible
solution: Find a sitter, cancel your plans for the weekend, and get to work. Friday evening:
living room, kitchen, hall closet (if applicable) . hours cleaning, organizing, and purging
excess items, only to end up.
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yours. Click download or read online, and Declutter: The Quick and Easy Declutter Solution:
The best way to tidy up your home can you get on your device.
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